Never have the X-Men fought a foe as unstoppable as Unus! Never have the X-Men come so close to being split up! (And never have you read such a boastful blurb!)
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The Uncanny Threat of

UNUS,

The Untouchable!

Although they have recently graduated after completing their prescribed course of training, the extraordinary X-Men still do post-graduate exercises under the watchful eye of Cyclops, their new interim leader.

Not me, Scotty! I was too preoccupied watching Jean threading those laces telekinetically!

Produced by Marvel's Fantastic Foursome...

Stan Lee, Writer
Jack Kirby, Artist
Chic Stone, Inker
S. Rosen, Letterer
AW, C'MON, SCOTTY! THAT'S NO FAIR! YOU'VE GOT ALL OF PROFESSOR X'S GADGETS TO USE AGAINST US, AND ALL WE'VE GOT ARE OUR OWN POWERS!

THAT'S THE PURPOSE OF THIS TRAINING, WARREN! YOU CAN'T CRY FOUL IF AN UNEXPECTED WEAPON IS USED AGAINST YOU BY MAGNETO, OR ANY OTHER FOE, CAN YOU?

HAH! THAT'S 'TELLIN' HIM, CYKE, OL' BOY!

WHAT ARE YOU FLOATING ABOUT, ICEMAN? YOU'RE PART OF THIS TRAINING PROGRAM TOO, YOUNG FELLA! NOW QUICKLY... DEFEND YOURSELF!

HUH?? WHAT...?? WHERE...?? HEY! LOOK OUT! DON'T!

IS THAT WHAT YOU WOULD SAY TO A SUDDEN ATTACK BY THE Blob, Bobby?? HASN'T THE PROFESSOR TOLD YOU ALWAYS TO BE ON GUARD??

NOW, STAND WHERE YOU ARE AND PRACTICE REFINING YOUR ICE CRYSTALS, AS I'VE SUGGESTED!

EXCELLENT! BY INCREASING YOUR DEGREE OF COLD, YOUR BODY BECOMES EVEN MORE ICY, MAKING YOU ALMOST TRANSPARENT!

YOU'RE BECOMING A REGULAR SHE-STORM, KIDDO!

AW, SHUFFUP, ANGEL!
JEAN, PROFESSOR X WOULD BE PROUD OF YOUR PROGRESS IN CONTROLLING YOUR TELEKINETIC POWER!

CAREFUL NOW! LET'S SEE HOW QUICKLY YOU CAN RUN THE THREAD THROUGH THE PAPER BOARD IN A REGULAR PATTERN!

EXACTLY SIX SECONDS! THAT BEATS YOUR PREVIOUS TIME! NOW GET IT DOWN...

LETS EXAMINE IT!

EXCEPT FOR ONE STITCH WHICH YOU DROPPED IT'S FLAWLESS! YOU CAN REST NOW!

IF ONLY I COULD HEAR HER THE WORDS I REALLY WANT TO SAY... HOW GORGEOUS HER LIPS ARE... HOW SILKEN HER HAIR IS... HOW I LOVE HER! BUT, I DARE NOT...

I HAVEN'T THE RIGHT! NOT NOW, WHEN I'M SUPPOSED TO BE THEIR LEADER. I CAN'T LISTEN TO MY OWN HEART! I MUST BE DETACHED... UNEMOTIONAL! I'D BETTER GET BACK TO MY JOB!

YOU WERE DAY-DREAMING, HANK! SEE HOW I TOOK YOU BY SURPRISE! I DIDN'T EXPECT THAT OF YOU!

OUR TRAINING CAN NEVER BE ENDED AND YOU KNOW THAT, HANK! OUR ENEMIES GET STRONGER EACH DAY AND WE MUST ALWAYS BE ABLE TO MATCH THEIR GROWTH IN PROGRESS!

YOU WIN, LEADER MAN! BUT, IF I DIDN'T KNOW YOU BETTER, I'D FEAR THAT YOU'RE DRUNK WITH POWER!

PERHAPS I HAVE BEEN WORKING YOU ALL TOO HARD! IT'S JUST THAT I WANT TO BE WORTHY OF THE CONFIDENCE PROFESSOR X HAS SHOWN IN ME. ANYWAY, THAT'S ALL FOR NOW! YOU CAN HAVE THE AFTERNOON OFF!

WHAT ABOUT YOU, SEEM LIKES YOU JOIN US?

I'M AFRAID I CAN'T, JEAN, I STILL HAVE MORE WORK TO DO...

OH, SCOTTY... IF ONLY YOU FELT ABOUT ME AS I DO ABOUT YOU! BUT YOU DON'T... YOU JUST DON'T!
Later, on their free time period, we find the Beast and Iceman heading for a little Greenwich Village coffee shop...

Much as I like bein' an X-Man, I sure can't wait till each training period is over!

My sentiments, exactly, Bobby Boy!

But, turning a corner, the two Young Mutants suddenly see...

Hank, look! What's goin' on?? What's everyone so excited about??

I don't know! But, judging by the degree of their apprehension, I'd say...

Wait! No, I see! It's up there! Look, Bobby... atop the water tower, on the roof of that building...

Perhaps I can reach him in time... by running up the side of the building!

Hank... if you do, you'll give your identity away! The crowd will guess who you are.

It's a little boy! He's trapped up there!

He must have climbed up... as a prank, but now he's frightened. He can't make it down, but, he can't hold his grip forever!

No time to worry about that, Bobby! Here goes!

Look! Do you see what I see??

It... it isn't possible!

It's possible, all right... for a mutant!

You mean...??

Of course! It must be... the Beast! What a shame none of us had a chance to see his face!
REACHING THE TOP OF THE WATER TOWER IN MERE SECONDS, THE POWERFUL, SOFT-SPOKEN BEAST GENTLY SOOTHERS THE TERRIFIED YOUTH IN FRONT OF HIM...

EASY... EASY... DON'T BE FRIGHTENED! I'LL GET YOU... JUST REACH OUT YOUR HAND... SLOWLY... SLOWLY...

I... I'M AFRAID TO OPEN MY EYES... I GET DIZZY WHEN I DO! BUT... I'LL REACH OUT TOWARDS YOUR VOICE!

EXACTLY TWO SECONDS LATER...

YOU'LL BE ALL RIGHT NOW, YOUNGSTER!

TOMMY! YOU'RE SAFE!

NOW I'VE GOT TO MOVE TOO FAST FOR THEM TO GET A CLEAR VIEW OF MY FEATURES!

DID YOU SEE HOW HE RACED UP AND DOWN THAT BUILDING... LIKE A HUMAN GORILLA?

I'VE HEARD THERE ARE MANY SUCH MUTANTS IN Hidding... WAITING TO TAKE OVER THE WORLD LIKE HE WAS AFRAID OF US... LIKE HE KNEW HE'S OUR ENEMY!

HE PROBABLY SAVED THAT KID JUST TO THROW US OFF GUARD TO MAKE US THINK MUTANTS AREN'T DANGEROUS!

BUT HE CAN'T FOOL US! C'MON... LET'S GET HIM BEFORE HE LOSES HIMSELF IN THE CROWD!

But, fast as they are... angry as they are... the unthinking mob can't possibly keep pace with the superbreained teen-agers. They run past them at breath-taking speed...

WE CAN'T STOP THEM!

CAN'T EVEN SEE WHO THEY ARE, THE WAY THEY HAVE THEIR FACES COVERED!

Minutes later... I'M THROUGH, SCOTT! I'VE ALMOST CAUGHT US!

HANK! BOBBY! WHAT HAPPENED??

A MOB...
AMAZING NEW HOME TRAINING PLAN IN AUTO REPAIRING

So practical that many students earn money repairing cars in their spare time... while training for a top pay job or their own business.

No longer need you stand by as experienced mechanics take their choice of thousands of job openings in the auto repairing field. Now you can get ready for a better-paying job—or your own business—by training at home in spare time.

CTI's fine home study course is exactly written, clearly illustrated, easily understandable. It offers up-to-date knowledge. It includes mechanic's tools and accurate test instruments. It provides Job Experience Projects which help you put knowledge and tools to use. It's so practical that many students earn money in spare time while training. Get the full story: Mail coupon below for the CTI catalog, sample lessons, and a booklet, "Proof From Graduates."

You learn by practicing—get experience—with tools and instruments that CTI sends.

Portable Viso-Analyzer
Another CTI "first." Called "the most versatile of all trouble-shooting instruments" by a leading auto trade magazine. You will use it to detect failures in the electrical system. A great time and work saver. Available only with CTI training.

Engine Tune-Up Kit With Case
You get an engine Tune-Up Kit. It includes a Compression Tester; Vacuum Gauge & Fuel Pump Tester; Ignition Timing Light; portable steel case. These accurate, quality instruments help you locate engine troubles quickly. Simple to use and read. Indispensable for efficient and speedy mechanical work.

A Set of Tools (including socket set)
You also receive a set of Mechanic's Tools, including socket set and tray. CTI kits are professional in design—the kind that experienced mechanics own and use. No extra charge for kits.

30 Job Experience Projects!
As part of its practical training program, CTI sends you 30 Job Experience Projects. These exclusive projects make it easy for you to make the transition from lessons to repairs. You learn by practicing. Gain skill in the use of tools and test instruments. Acquire useful experience that builds your confidence. CTI shop projects do away with—or sharply reduce—lower pay apprenticeship...get you into the top pay bracket more quickly.

Go in Business for Yourself—Be the Boss
The average pay of an auto mechanic compares favorably with the best in all industry. But, if you prefer, you can open a shop—start your own business. It is estimated that America is short 25,000 shops. CTI provides you with the required all-around mechanical training to go on your own. You learn tune-up and overhaul; electric, cooling and lubricating systems; power steering and brakes; automatic transmissions. Even a choice of either Diesel Mechanics or Body & Fender Rebuilding instruction.

Proof of Success Is Progress of Students
"...Am now a senior auto mechanic. Made $800 during training."—Ronald Wharton, Md. "...Started a small business in my garage. Now have two part-time helpers."—John Reed, Calif. "...Am proud I finished course. Have two job offers."—Harold F. Smith, Ind. "...Am working as a mechanic and earn twice what I used to. Made $25 a week as I trained."—James Slavik, Ill. "...Have three job offers. Made $175 as a student."—Willie Cooper, Fla.

Many Earn Cash Soon After Starting Course
Many CTI students begin fixing cars after a few lessons. They earn extra money—which helps pay tuition, buys extra equipment. At the same time, these students become more skillful and experienced in the use of tools and testing instruments.

Diesel or Body & Fender Rebuilding Included
Diesel Mechanics or Body and Fender Rebuilding instruction is provided by CTI in addition to the complete course and 30 shop experience projects in Auto Mechanics. No extra charge for this training. Only CTI offers you this generous choice.

This Is How You Get the Complete Story
First get the facts—then decide. Fill out and mail coupon. We'll send valuable free catalog, sample lessons, testimonials, other information. No obligation. Act today! Mail coupon at once.

CLIP COUPON BEFORE YOU TURN THIS PAGE—MAIL TO CTI TODAY

COMMERCIAL TRADES INSTITUTE • CHICAGO 26, ILLINOIS
Accredited Member National Home Study Council

AMERICA IS SHORT
100,000 MECHANICS
AND 25,000 SHOPS

COMMERCIAL TRADES INSTITUTE
1400 GREENLEAF AVENUE
CHICAGO 26, ILLINOIS
DEPT. A-476

Mail me your three booklets: Make Big Money in Auto Mechanics, Lesson Samples, and Proof From Graduates. All are free.
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E476
I'm through risking my life for humans...for the same humans who fear us, hate us, want to destroy us! I think Magneto and his evil mutants are right...Homo sapiens just aren't worth it!

You're tired, Hank...all upset over what happened! You don't mean what you say!

I'm in full possession of my faculties, Scott! I mean every word! I'm resigning from the X-Men!

But, Hank...all your training...your work...you can't just toss it all aside?

Can't I? Just watch me! From now on I'll use my powers to help just one person...Henry McCoy...yours truly! The human race can go fly a kite!

Seconds later, as soon as he finds himself alone once more, Cyclops activates his sensitive Cerebro machine...

I couldn't persuade Hank to remain! That means...I've serious setbacks! I've got to contact Professor X! The loss of an X-Man is too important for me to try to handle alone!

Slowly, the thought image of Professor Xavier is converted into a visual image on the glowing screen, and then...

I've made contact! Professor, this is Cyclops! Where are you, sir?

I am in the heart of the Balkans, in Europe...descending into an almost bottomless cave!

Then, after Cyclops has related the situation, through mental transmission...

What do I do, now, sir? Nothing! He will not join Magneto's evil mutants! You did all you could!
I CANNOT TURN BACK! I AM ON THE TRAIL OF LUCIFER! I SHALL TELL YOU ABOUT IT ONE DAY... IF I RETURN! FAREWELL, CYCLOPS...

THEN, AS SCOTT SUMMERS TRIES TO PLAN HIS NEXT COURSE OF ACTION...

AND, IF YOU WANT MY ADVICE, YOU'LL DISBAND THE X-MEN! HUMANITY ISN'T WORTH THE TROUBLE!

HANK! YOU'RE NOT GOING TO JOIN MAGNETO?!?

WHAT I DO CONCERNS ONLY ME FROM NOW ON! GOOD BYE!

ONE WEEK LATER, A NEW WRESTLING PERSONALITY EXPLODES ON THE TV SCREENS THROUGHOUT THE NATION! CORNY AND COLORFUL, HE SOON BECOMES A TOP-DRAW WRESTLING VILLAIN, PLAYING THE HEAVY UNDER THE LOGICAL NAME OF... THE BEAST!

BOOO, BEAST!

LOOK AT THE BIG HAMBONE!

UNUS WILL MAKE MINCemeAT OF HIM TONIGHT!

AT THE RATE I'M GOING AS A PRO WRESTLER I'LL BE A MILLIONAIRE IN A YEAR!

AND, AS AN ACROBATIC WRESTLER, I CAN HOP AROUND ALL I WANT TO WITHOUT ANYONE SUSPECTING I'M A MUTANT!


UNUS!

THERE HE GOES! WOW! LOOK AT 'IM JUMP!

SO WHAT? HE WON'T BE ABLE TO LAY A HAND ON UNUS!
SO THAT'S UNSUS, EH? HE LOOKS LIKE A FORMIDABLE FOE... BUT I'M NO PUSHOVER MYSELF!

I'LL RUSH HIM QUICKLY, AND GET IT OVER WITH FAST SO THAT HE DOESN'T GET HURT!

BUT, AS THE BEAST MAKES ONE OF HIS POWERHOUSE CHARGES...

YOU THINK A MERE CLUMSY RUSH CAN AFFECT ME??!

I DIDN'T SEE HIM MOVE! AND YET... I'M BEING HURL... BACK LIKE A PING PONG BALL!

IT'S INCOMPREHENSIBLE! NO MATTER HOW HARD I SWING, I CAN'T MAKE CONTACT WITH HIM!!

AND NOW THAT YOU SEE HOW HOPELESS YOUR ATTEMPTS ARE, I'LL... WHA...?!

I DON'T KNOW HOW YOU MANAGE THAT LITTLE PARLOR TRICK OF YOURS, BUT I HAVE A FEW LITTLE STUNTS TOO!

I'LL KEEP SPRINGING UP TO GAIN MAXIMUM MOMENTUM, THEN I'LL DIVE DOWN AT HIM WHEN HE LEAST EXPECTS IT!

NOW!
NOT FOR NOTHING AM I CALLED UNUS, THE UNTOUCHABLE!

IT... IT JUST ISN'T POSSIBLE! AND YET... IT'S REALLY HAPPENING!!

GOWAN BACK WHERE YOU CAME FROM, BEAST!

WHY DON'TCHA GIVE UP, YA BUM?!

N O B O D Y CAN BEAT UNUS! YOU HAVEN'T GOT A CHANCE!

BOOO! WHERE'D YOU EVER LEARN TO RASSLE??

THERE'S MORE TO UNUS THAN THESE HYSTERICAL FANS SUSPECT! HE POSSESSES SOME SORT OF AWESOME POWER!

IT'S TAKIN' YA SO LONG TO CLIMB BACK IN THE RING THAT THE REF COUNTING YOU OUT!

THAT FACE IN THE AUDIENCE! IT IS... IT HAS TO BE... MASTERMIND!! ONE OF MAGNETO'S EVIL MUTANTS!

IT'S STARTLED IS THE BEAST AT SEEING ONE OF HIS EX-ARCH ENEMIES, THAT HE DELAYS HIS RETURN INTO THE RING AGAIN, THEREBY LOSING THE MATCH TO UNUS! BUT, HE HAS OTHER THINGS ON HIS MIND AT THAT MOMENT...

OF COURSE! UNUS IS LOOKING STRAIGHT AT MASTERMIND... TOO UNNATURAL, FOR ANY OTHER EXPLANATION!

BUT, EVEN IF HE JOINS MAGNETO'S EVIL BAND, IT'S NO CONCERN OF MINE ANY MORE!

CONTINUED AFTER NEXT PAGE
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GIANT-MAN ON THE HULK

TALES TO ASTONISH

ON SALE NOW!
MY SECRET NEW
DYNAFLEX METHOD
CAN BUILD YOU A MAGNIFICENT NEW HE-
MAN-MUSCLED BODY IN JUST TEN MINUTES A
DAY—with absolutely NO weights—NO bar-bells
—NO EXERCISE AT ALL!

Yes! If they LAUGH at you now when you take off your shirt—they'll be amazed
—once they've seen the rugged DYNAFLEX BODY I can give you! I'll build you a
strong massive body—shoulders clad with solid inches of he-man BRAWN. I'll give
you bulging biceps, trip-hammer fists, power-packed legs, and a chest that will
have you popping the buttons off your shirt with pride! (—says MIKE MARVEL,
"Builder of Champion Bodies")

In my classes this same course of Instruction would cost $110.00.

STRONG-MAN BODY THAT'S
ADMIREABLE
Be honest. Down deep you KNOW you envy
the guy with the virile, magnificent build—
even if he's just a boy with a broad, broad,
broad back, a solid man-muscled chest, hard-
some head, shoulders, arms ripping with
tough, steely sinews, a narrow waist, slim
legs. Be a fellow with TWO-FISTED BIG MUSCLE
ABDOMEN; they can laugh at skinny guys
or "runt"s.

Let me give you a glowing new body, brimming
over with energy and irresistible inches
of solid muscle. I'll give you a hearty chest—be-man appeal.
I can build three inches of beef and brown
muscle on your chest—be-man appeal. I will give you a hand
some, some body of terrific strength, give you
somearticles of the body, brimming
over with energy and irresistible inches
of solid muscle. I'll give you a hearty chest—be-man appeal. I can build three inches of beef and brown
muscle on your chest—be-man appeal. I will give you a hand
some, some body of terrific strength, give you
somearticles of the body, brimming

GIVE ME TEN MINUTES A DAY
—THAT'S ALL!
After DYNAFLEX, you'll be able to roll up
your sleeves and take off your shirt, and,
and, and, and... well... the first time in your life, you'll be PROUD
of your manly build. Yes, no, maybe, you
will have the strong body of a "runt"! You'll be really proud to have everyone
see your MAGNIFICENT HE-MAN MUSCLES
at the beach or even, when it's cooler
and, and, and, and... well... the first time in your life, you'll be PROUD
of your manly build. Yes, no, maybe, you
will have the strong body of a "runt"! You'll be really proud to have everyone
see your MAGNIFICENT HE-MAN MUSCLES

"Builder of Champion Bodies"

YOU PAY ONLY
$1.98
COMPLETE
Nothing Else To Buy

MAIL MONEY-SAVING NO RISK FREE TRIAL COUPON NOW

MIKE MARVEL SYSTEM, Dept. 413, 285 Market Street, Newark, N. J.

Mike Marvel System, Dept. 413, 285 Market Street, Newark, N. J.

FREE! "SECRETS OF BEING
ATTRACTION!"
A short time later, after the match...

Unus, I'm your trainer... you can tell me! How do you keep all those other guys from layin' a hand on ya?!

Shut up, Maxie... and beat it! I've got business to discuss!

Well, Mastermind? What's Magneto's verdict? Can I join your group of mutants?

Not so fast, Unus! Magneto has been disappointed before. He wants to make sure he can trust you!

*X see X-Men #7 'Return of the Blob!'... Stan

He's convinced that you're a real mutant... and he feels you've got plenty on the ball... but he wants you to prove yourself.

How? What can I do?

Well, if you were to find the X-Men for us, for example, or even to beat one of them...!

Later, as Unus thoughtfully walks through the street...

Of course I could beat one of the X-Men... or all of them! Nothing can defeat me, but where do I find them? I've never even seen one in person!

At that point, Fate herself steps in! For Unus accidentally stumbles onto a big bank robbery which is in progress around the corner...

Gunmen! Robbing the bank! Come to think of it, I can put that money to better use than they can!

Move... before the place is swarmin' with cops!!

All we haveta do is make it to the getaway car across the street!
But, the startled criminals are never destined to reach that waiting car! At least, not with any stolen money!

I'll take that money bag!

If Magneto doesn't allow me to join his Brotherhood, at least this money will help launch me on my own career of conquest!

Hey, look! Charlie! My bullets don't even touch 'im! They just go flyin' away!

Don't ya know who that is? It's Linus, the Untouchable!

And, as the bullets miss the uncanny unis, they ricochet back from the nearby walls, causing the gunmen to flee for their lives!

Let's get outta here, before we're hit by our own shells!

Meanwhile, a powerful, privately-owned helicopter is rapidly approaching that same area...

What makes you think there's a new mutant at large, Cyclops?

Professor X's Cerebro machine detected his presence... and the readings seemed to indicate this neighborhood!

It just doesn't seem the same to be heading into a new adventure without the Beast!

We all feel the same way, Warren... but let's concentrate on the job at hand now!

The bank's been robbed! You land the chopper... I'll glide down under my own power and look around!

Look! Something's going on down there!
THAT BIG FELLA WITH
THE MONEY BAG... HE
MUST BE ONE OF THE
ROBBERS!

STAY WHERE YOU
ARE, BUDDY! I WANNA
TALK TO YOU!

SO YOU ARE
ONE OF THE
ROBBERS? I
WILL TEACH
YOU NOT TO
MAKE IDLE
THREATS TO
AN X-MAN!

STRANGE... HE
DOESN'T SEEM
THE LEAST BIT
WORRIED! HE'S
CALMLY FOLDING
HIS OUTER
CLOTHES!

IF I'M GOING TO
BECOME ONE OF
MAGNETO'S
ALLIES, I MIGHT
AS WELL DO MY
FIGHTING IN A
DISTINCTIVE
COSTUME!

WHAT A STROKE
OF LUCK! NOW I
WON'T HAVE TO FIND
YOU BEFORE I CAN
POLISH YOU OFF!

THUS, AS THE OTHER X-MEN LAND IN
THEIR WHIRLYBIRD, ANGEL IS THE
FIRST TO RECEIVE A SAMPLE OF UNUS' FEARSOME POWER!

THAT WAY WARREN WAS
HURLED FROM THAT MUSCLE
MAN BEFORE HE COULD TOUCH
HIM, TELLS ME ALL I NEED
TO KNOW! WE'VE FOUND
OUR MUTANT!

STAY BACK, ALL
OF YOU! I'LL TACKLE HIM
WITH MY POWER BEAM!

THIS IS USELESS! MY ENERGY
BLASTS BOUNCE AWAY BEFORE
HITTING HIM... AND THEY'LL
HIT ONE OF US, IF I DON'T
STOP!!

YOU SEEM TO BE THE
LEADER... SO
YOU SHALL
BE MY
VICTIM!

I DODGED HIS FIRST BLOW, BUT I CAN'T DODGE
FOREVER! HOW DO WE BEAT A MAN WHO CANNOT
BE TOUCHED BY ENEMY ATTACK? IF HE JOINS
MAGNETO, WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THE
X-MEN??
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For certain Coins we pay up to:
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Coin</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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<td>Before 1941</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Half Cents</td>
<td>Before 1910</td>
<td>$3,500.00</td>
</tr>
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</table>

REWARD $11,750.00 FOR THIS COIN!

Illustrated: 1804 silver dollar -19,000 minted, only 12 accounted for—where are the rest?

$500,000.00 SEARCH FOR RARE COINS!

Illustrated: 1804 silver dollar -19,000 minted, only 12 accounted for—where are the rest?
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BEST VALUES CO., DEPT. A-926, 285 Market St., Newark, New Jersey
Rush your Latest 1964 Coin Catalogue listing the actual price range you will pay for United States Coins listed in the catalogue. I enclose $1. Send postage prepaid.
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LIVE SEAHORSES $1 EACH

Order a live Seahorse shipped to you from Florida for only $1 each, or send $2 for a Mated Pair. (Include 25c postage, all orders.) Get started with this interesting hobby...fascinating project for young and old. Raise them in an ordinary goldfish bowl or jar. Most unusual and intriguing to watch. Hours of fun...see the FATHER Seahorse give birth to live baby Seahorses! Free food and instructions included. Live delivery guaranteed. SPECIAL OFFER: Order 2 Mated Pairs for $2.98.

FLORIDA SEAHORSE CO., Dept. MA-5, Box 300, Miami Beach 39, Florida

LEARN DANCES FAST $1

Learn any dance at home in 1 hour — with GIANT FOOT CHARTS. Place Giant Foot Charts on floor — left foot red, right foot black. Turn on radio — you step from one to the other, following easy directions. Dozens of new steps. Includes 100 pictures. Be more popular. Results guaranteed — or no cost! Complete American Style Course (Fox Trot, Jitterbug, Waltz & Twist) is only $1 plus 25c post. American & Latin American Courses together only $2 plus 25c post. Money back guaranteed.

FAMOUS DANCE COURSE
Dept. MA-7 Box 1042, Miami Beach 39, Fla.

50 SHELL TREASURES $1

50 Treasure Shells from all over the world — Haiti, Africa, etc. For collectors, aquariums, or use them to decorate ash trays, lamps, pictures, etc. Includes DRIED seahorse, Venetian pearl shell, butterfly shell, many others, all sizes. 1 set (50) for $1; 3 sets for $2. Each set is different assortment. Add 25c postage. Money back guarantee.

SHELLS-OF-THE-WORLD, Dept MA-1, Box 1042, Miami Beach 39, Fla.

DARLING PET MONKEY

This Squirrel Monkey makes an adorable pet and companion. Show it affection and enjoy its company. Almost human with its warm eyes, your family will love it. $18.95

These YOUNG monkeys grow about 12 inches high. Eats same food as you do (even likes lollipops); simple to take care of and train. FREE cage, FREE leather collar & leash, FREE monkey toy, and instructions included. Live delivery guaranteed. Only $18.95 express collect; Mail check or money order for $18.95 to:

ANIMAL FARM, Dept. MA-3, Box 1042, Miami Beach 39, Fla.
IF I CAN'T USE MY POWER BEAM... PERHAPS MY FISTS WILL--NO! NOTHING SEEMS ABLE TO TOUCH HIM!

NOW YOU SEE WHY I'M CALLED UNUS--THE UNTOUCHABLE!!

BUT UNFORTUNATELY FOR YOU, I AM ABLE TO TOUCH WHOMEVER I CHOOSE!

NO! WAIT--STUDY HIM FIRST! WE NEED A PLAN! HE'S MORE DANGEROUS THAN I EXPECTED!

Duck, Cyclops! I'll get him for you!

JUST AS I FEARED! HE DOES WANT TO JOIN MAGNETO'S EVIL GROUP!

MARVEL GIRL! PLAN G-5 QUICKLY!

THERE! BY THE TIME YOU LAND, THE FIGHT WILL BE KNOCKED OUT OF YOU, AND I'LL TAKE YOU TO MAGNETO!

GOOD WORK! A PERFECT TELEKINETIC CATCH!

ALL OUR HOURS OF TRAINING AND PRACTICE CERTAINLY WEREN'T WASTED! WHAT NEXT, CYCLOPS?

WE HAVEN'T, EH? JUST WAIT'LL THIS "INSTANT IGLOO" FORMS AROUND YOU, LOUDMOUTH! YOU'RE NOT TACKLIN' AMATEURS, BUB!

FIRST, PUT ME DOWN NEAR UNUS! GOOD!

KID STUFF! YOU HAVEN'T A CHANCE!

AND NOW--ICEMAN! TRY MANEUVER F-12--QUICK-FREEZE INTENSITY!

IS THERE NOTHING YOU FREAKS CAN'T DO??
When you tackle one X-Man, you tackle all of us! And don't you forget it!

No teen-age brat of a mutant can talk to Unus that way! It'll take more than an icy cage to hold me!!

Then, moving like the powerful, trained athlete he is, the uncanny Unus shatters the still-hardening ice enclosure before it can freeze to its full strength!

I don't have to depend upon my mutant powers alone! I didn't spend years in the ring for nothing!

This looks bad! He's almost as strong as the Beast!

Then, before the startled Iceman can regather his energy for another attack...

What odds will you give, muscle-bound??

And now--I'll shatter you like a pane of window glass--!

Another one, Eh? It doesn't matter to me--any one of you will do!

Your only power is in your wings--and they can't do you any good against a break-proof wrestling hold!

Can't land a blow! Have to try something else!

Suddenly, the great beating wings spread out, and both mutants soar into the sky above...

Anyone can rassle, Unus! But here's a little flying lesson for you!

You can't hang on forever!

You can't bluff me! You're not murderers--and I know it!
I was afraid our pledge never to cause harm with our power would one day work against us.

Okay! Maybe I can’t let you be harmed... but I’ll sure stop you from hurting anyone else!

You can stay up there for a while to cool off! And I may not be so charitable next time!

Nice going, Warren!

We stopped him for now! But what happens if he menaces us again?

Next time he'll be too smart to try to grab you, Angel!

His power certainly is a strange one! Although he can be touched, it seems that any weapon, or any blow thrown for the purpose of injuring him, is automatically deflected in some way!

If he ever joins Magneto, how would we fight him?

Nothing more we can do now! Let’s get back to HQ and think this out!

And so...

Even if the Beast hadn’t quit, his strength couldn’t help us! He’d be unable to land a blow!

Hold it! There’s someone in the lab!!

It’s... the Beast!

Hank! What are you doing back here? Does this mean...

It probably means I’m a king-sized, apple-pie-sized glutton for punishment!!

But, since I’m apparently the only one with the technical skill and intellectual capacity to devise a counter-weapon to Unus’ power, it behooves me to save you from a possible ignominious defeat!

What type of weapon is that?
THE ONLY KIND THAT CAN ACHIEVE YOUR OBJECTIVE! HOLD IT, BEAST! I DON'T KNOW WHAT YOUR GAME IS... BUT YOU'LL BETTER HAVE A MIGHTY GOOD EXPLANATION!

TO INCREASE HIS POWER?? HAVE YOU GONE MAD ??!

HE MUST HAVE ALREADY JOINED MAGNETO! WE CAN'T LET HIM LEAVE WITH THAT RAY!!

EVEN THOUGH HE QUIT, I NEVER THOUGHT HANK WOULD REALLY TURN AGAINST US LIKE THIS.

DROPP THAT RAY, MCCOY! I SAID DROP IT!

CYCLOPS, DON'T YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOING! I MUST DO THIS... IT'S FOR YOUR OWN GOOD!

IN THE NEXT SPLICE-SECOND, THE BEAST LIVES UP TO HIS NAME BY MOVING WITH THE SPEED AND AGILITY OF A JUNGLE CAT...

CYCLOPS! WHY DIDN'T YOU STOP HIM? I COULDN'T!!! I JUST COULDN'T BRING MYSELF TO HIT HIM WITH MY POWER BEAM! BUT... WE'VE GOT TO GO AFTER HIM!

UNUS MUST BE BACK AT THE GYM BY NOW! THAT'S PROBABLY THE BEAST'S DESTINATION! LET'S MOVE!

HANG ON, JEAN! I'LL TAKE YOU WITH US LIKE THIS... IT'S THE FASTEST WAY!

MINUTES LATER...

LOOK, MASTERMIND! TELL MAGNETO TO GIVE ME ANOTHER CHANCE! I ALMOST HAD 'EM LICKED! THEY WON'T ESCAPE ME NEXT TIME!

THERE WON'T BE A NEXT TIME, UNUS! NOT FOR YOU!

BE CAREFUL NOT TO SLIP ON MY Icy PATH, SCOTTY!
ANOTHER X-MAN! WELL, NO MATTER WHO YOU ARE, I'LL.... UHNNH!

YOU TALK TOO MUCH, MUSCLE MAN! PERHAPS THIS WILL SILENCE YOU...

YOU FOOL! THAT DIDN'T AFFECT ME! I DIDN'T REALIZE...

WAIT! IT DID! I CAN FEEL IT! IT MADE ME STRONGER THAN EVER! MY POWER HAS BEEN INCREASED!

YOU MUST BE ON MY SIDE! MAGNETO MUST HAVE SENT YOU! THINK WHAT YOU WANT TO, UNUS!

AND NOW, LET'S PUT YOUR NEW POWER TO THE TEST!

I WAS RIGHT! I'M MORE UNTOUCHABLE THAN EVER! LOOK HOW FAST THAT THING BOUNCED AWAY FROM ME!

WE'RE TOO LATE! HE'S USED HIS RAY!

OH, NO! HOW COULD HE??

IT WAS EASY, MARVEL GIRL? I COULDN'T PERMIT YOU TO STOP ME!

CYCLOPS! WHAT'S OUR NEXT MOVE?

NOTHING YET! STAY BACK! SEE WHAT UNUS TRIES TO DO!

I'LL RESTRAIN THEM, UNUS!

YOU EXPERIMENT WITH YOUR NEW POWER... THEN WE'LL BE BACK!

THEN, AS THE SHOCKED X-MEN LEAVE THE GYM...

CYCLOPS... LET SOMEONE ELSE HANDLE HANK? I CAN'T GET MYSELF TO DO IT!

I DID IT FOR YOUR OWN SAKE, SCOTT! YOU'LL SEE!

WASN'T IT ENOUGH TO DESERT US? DID YOU HAVE TO BETRAY US AS WELL?

YOU'LL MAKE A GOOD MEMBER FOR MAGNETO, TOO! ANYONE WHO'D BETRAY HIS OWN TEAM BY HELPING THE ENEMY....

TAKE YOUR HAND OFF ME!

CONTINUED AFTER NEXT PAGE
FAMOUS MILITARY MEDALS

NOW you can own a collection of the medals that heroes have won in glorious deeds around the world! Wear the renowned Croix De Guerre, the illustrious Victoria Cross—many of the world's finest medals that are awarded only for courage beyond the call of duty—for conspicuous valor in action!

These medals are absolutely authentic reproductions—slightly smaller in size—exactly like the original medal (including ribbon) in every detail. They are 2 3/4" x 1", with pin-back, ready to wear! Each comes to you handsomely mounted on a full-color card that gives the history of the medal and why it is awarded.

YOU CAN ORDER
THESE FAMOUS MEDALS:
Victoria Cross (England), Croix De Guerre (France),
Iron Cross (Germany), Not shown here, but available:
Croix de Guerre (Belgium), Legion of Honor (France),
Order of The Crown (Italy), Distinguished Service Order (India) (England), Most Exalted Order of The Star of India (England). Only $1 each, plus 25c PP & Hdg. Any 2 for $2.25 postpaid; all 8 for $7.75 postpaid. Hurry! Avoid disappointment. Get your order in NOW!

MAIL COUPON WITHOUT DELAY
West Products Dept. H-11
Box 322, Lenox Hill Sta., New York 21, N.Y.
Please rush me the medals listed below—or on sheet of paper attached. I enclose payment, $______
NAME ____________________________
STREET ____________________________
CITY ____________________________ STATE ______

Sorry, No COD's on this offer

STAMPS

SPECTACULAR! OLD U.S.
Fam. Americans, Flags, Presidents, Airmails, Commemoratives with approvals, plus surprise Packet for 10c handling.
METROPOLITAN STAMPS
Box 312H, Jackson Heights, N.Y.

U.S. COMMEMORATIVES
Collection containing 33 different selected copies. This amazing offer only 10c to introduce our low prize U.S. approvals. White, 516 Ave. L., Dept.10564,
Brooklyn 30, N.Y.

TERRIFIC TRIANGLES!!
Frightful Fishe, Swells, Vulture, Tri-ANGLES, etc. Also African Flowers, world Angola Map, tri-colored flag, etc. to appear here for 50c execute.
POTOMAC STAMP COMPANY
Dept. 7 Washington 15, D.C.

U.S. STAMPS FREE

10c OFF YOUR ORDER OF 50c OR MORE on any U.S. Stamps (except the following approval) All U.S. Stamps incl. ALL U.S. Commemoratives, Phila. Issues, Stars, Log Cabin, 1914-15, 1915-16, WWII, etc. All Red Crosses, Coronations, etc. 7742 our "Superior Approval" Literature incl. Send 10c for handling.

$1.00 SPECTACULAR!
Start your colorful collection of U.S. Christmas Seals. Only $1.00 buys — 20 different Christmas Seals plus a giant 8½ x 11, 16 page loose-leaf, specially made to hold every Seal issued. Approvals accompany.
Stamp Specialties, Box 912MA, N.Y., 8, N.Y.

POEMS WANTED

TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Send one or more of your best poems today for FREE EXAMINATION. Any subject, Immediate Consideration.

CROWN MUSIC CO.
49 W. 32 St., Studio 11, New York 1

STEPS

SONG IDEAS WANTED

Write with active, professional songwriters with publisher contacts. Records made. Share royalties.
SONGWRITERS' ASSOCIATES
Studio 9
256 W. 55 St. at Broadway, N.Y. 18, N.Y.

1000 MAGIC TRICKS

25c
MAGIC is FUN!

Amaze, mystify, entertain with 1000 great new magic tricks. Easier than you think! Make money in spare time. Rush name, address and 25c for Big 160 Page Catalog of Tricks. Gags, Jokes, Mysteries, Illusions, etc. All illustrated. No skill needed. World's best 25c offer.

HOUSE OF 1000 MYSTERIES
SEPT. 10-84 ° Monroe, Conn.

100 BRITISH COMMONWEALTH 10c
Accompanying approvals.
NIAGARA STAMP CO., St. Catharines 516, Ontario

HIGH SCHOOL COURSE

Many Finish in 2 Years

American School, Dept. F-712 Brazil at 54th, Chicago 37

1000 MAGIC TRICKS

25c
MAGIC is FUN!

Amaze, mystify, entertain with 1000 great new magic tricks. Easier than you think! Make money in spare time. Rush name, address and 25c for Big 160 Page Catalog of Tricks. Gags, Jokes, Mysteries, Illusions, etc. All illustrated. No skill needed. World's best 25c offer.

HOUSE OF 1000 MYSTERIES
SEPT. 10-84 ° Monroe, Conn.

100 BRITISH COMMONWEALTH 10c
Accompanying approvals.
NIAGARA STAMP CO., St. Catharines 516, Ontario

HIGH SCHOOL COURSE

Many Finish in 2 Years

American School, Dept. F-712 Brazil at 54th, Chicago 37
Indubitably yours,
Hank McCoy
STAMP COLLECTING OUTFIT

A packet of worldwide stamps, 9 Triangles, 2 Diamon
ments, animals, insects, flowers, ships, man-in-
space, New African Nations, etc. Plus a packet of hindes, perforation gauge and millimeter scale.

U.S. 3c on Blue, price $25.00 to approved buyers.

L. W. BROWN, Dept. No. 1, Marion, Mich.

115 Diff. + 17 New Nations Stamps
Includes Banana "Ceylon," "Chin" on Martinique stamp, China, Cocos Islands, Central Africa, Chad,
Cameroon, Niger, Madagascar, Congo, Togo, "Ken-
nevel", many stamps on diamond, British Colonies and many others ONLY with 25c worldwide approvals.

CATALUNA STAMPS, Dept. No. 1, Orange, California

Thousands of beautiful stamps at only 1c each—why pay more when you can get the best today at today's prices?

PENNY STAMP SERVICE

Orange
California

BEET US. APPROVALS

To introduce our BEET US. APPROVALS we offer 15 of the most wanted U.S. stamps, including a Columbian, Bi-Cent, Army-Navy, Fam-
ous American, Air, and other Commem., for only 10c.

OCEAN STAMPS, Box 61-D, Brooklyn 29, N.Y.

25 DIFF. CHINA 10c
Big value only 10c to Approval Buyers; Master Global Album, International Scout Albums and Cata-
gauges, from Regular Stamp Buyers.

CRUCKS STAMPS, 1609 S. Park, Santa Ana, Calif.

111 DIFF. BONANZA 10c
Includes Indonesia Agricultural set of 4 plus, Red Cross, Fr. So. Antarctica, Triangle, Scout, Hong
Kong and many others ONLY 10c with approvals.

FAIRYLAND STAMPS, Box 89-M, Garden Grove, Calif.

BE WISE — EARN PREMIUMS

Scott's Int'l Album & Catalogues, etc., and many other philatelic supplies. ALL GIVEN TO those who order thru our Local Card Dealers. Send for Free Approval Catalogues.

TRUE-VALUE STAMPS, Box 2275, Santa Ana, Calif.

F R E E

When you buy our Foreign Approvals, You receive FREE Mammoth Collection, plus World's Smallest Stamp Book, while stamp even Scott's International or Master Global Albums, BARGAIN STAMP SER-
VICE, 1414 W. McFadden Street, Santa Ana, Calif.

LOOK — GIANT PHILIPPINE

stamp plus New Zealand, Cuba and others. Only 5c with U.S. or foreign approvals.

Earl Thompson, 5448 Oselle St., St. Louis 6, Mo.

$5 FOR a POPE TRIANGLE!

Let $5 DIFFERENT NEW FOR DIS-

COUNT. Only $6.00 to $6.50.

Amalgamated, Nasca etc. Catalogues.

L. W. BROWN, Dept. No. 1, Marion, Mich.

Mayflower Stamp Album 25c

407 Illustrations, 64 pages. Approvals accompanying.

NIAGARA STAMPS CO., St. Catharines 716 Ontario

"OLD GLORY" IN FLAMING COLORS!! USA Flag giant beauties at high Values. UNITED NATIONS Mexican Stamp plus Strange Gorilla Issue, Duke of Windsor, Morocco, lovely Maccu Flowers, Wild Buffalo stamp, etc. 10c with
approvals. Sunny Stamps Service, Apoka 19, Fla.

KENNEDY STAMP FREE!!

U.S. Dollar Stamps, Columbus Issue, Pony Express, All Genuine and Free. Send 10c for mailing.

Empire Stamp Corp., Dept. MC, Toronto, Can.

225 STAMPS FOR ONLY 10c

THIS MAMMOTH VALUE INCLUDES STAMPS WORTH

UP TO 25c! ALSO APPROVALS. WRITE TODAY!

MYSTIC STAMP CO. Condemine, New York

PLAY GUITAR

IN 7 DAYS

OR MONEY BACK

GUITARIST ED SALES

famous 66-page Secret System

worth $25.00 teaches you to

play a beautiful song the first day and any song by ear

or note in seven days! Contains 23 pages of the plac-

ing charts, etc., plus 110 popu-

lar and western songs, words and

music! A $9.98 Chord Finder of all the chords used in popula-

r music; and a $7.00 Phonograph

TOTAL VALUE $7.00 $2.98

SEND NO MONEY. Just your name and

six digit post office box and $295 plus C.O.D. post-

age. Or send $3.00 with order and I will

postage. 10-Day Money-Back Guarantee.

ED SALES, Studio 195-H, Aven By the Sea, N.J.

Sensational — COLORFUL — PHILATELIC

SELECTION 10c

Accompanying approvals.

LINCOLN STAMP CO., St. Catharines 815, Ontario

1001 THINGS YOU GET FREE

COMPLETE LIST FOR ONLY

$50.00

Learn how to write songs correctly. How to get them
recorded. How to sell and promote them. Secrets and
methods used by professionals. Information free.

FREE, 60c, 64th E., BostonI, Mass.

INSIGNIA

ARMY • NAVAL • MARINE

40c Stamp

Includes 40 Different Shoulder Emblems, Ratings,
Chevrons, Bars, Arrows, Ribbons, and Insignia, etc.

ORDER NOW! Send $1.10 for 40c. Also, beautifully
counterfeited DISCINCTIVE (CREST) 5c set for

$1.00. Catalogue and samples.

EMBLEM SALES CO., Dept. 3000
P.O. Box 167, Madison St. Str., N.Y. 10

IMITATION Diamond Rings

$1.49 each or both for $2.49

Original design, solid 10 karat gold setting.

ORDER NOW! Send $1.49 for 10 karat, or $2.98

White Gold. Offer expires on May 1st.

Send for Catalogue.

NEW "HOUSE OF RINGS"
30 Church Street, Dept. G-516 New York 7, N.Y.

HYPNOTIZE YOURSELF OR OTHERS

IN MINUTES!

MUST WORK OR MONEY BACK!

Hypnotism in front of the person you want to hypnotize. Breathing exercises, mental control, suggest suggest

HYPNOTIC AIDS — Dept. A109 5 Madison Avenue — N.Y. 16, N.Y.

$1.00

writs Carl B. Rudd, Jr.
Exceptional Blair Dealer of Ohio

Says Carl: "I am very proud to have the opportunity to sell Blair Products. In the 25 months I have worked, I have brought my share of Americanism to every customer in my business and sold over $75.00 to $1000 a week.

Boys! Girls! If you'd like the chance to make Good Money and Get Premiums, Too, send for Blair Catalog Outfit, FREE!

FREE TRIAL!!

Like Carl, you, too, may become a Blair Dealer and offer folks in your neighborhood, Blair Quality Products — 25c Blair Products. Flavoured Coaches, Household Items every home needs and uses, every home uses. We'll give you a money-making Display Outfit containing full-sized product with a C.O.D. price! FREE TRIAL. How you thrill to friends, neighbors, and what you prices. Give a friend or neighbor a trial. Make after school, weekend. What a chance for you! And you get your valuable Blair Premiums! FREE TRIAL!

SEND NO JUNK mail notice, address, age on com-

port mail. 100% satisfaction. postage FREE. JET ENGINE BURNS GAS

Potentially valuable solution for model experi-

mentsatic, operational up! It will lower your

LOWEST PRICE GAS ENGINES

JET ENGINE BURNS GAS Low Price 25c for

JET ENGINE BURNS GAS, 3212 DETROIT 7, Mich., New Catalog of 2950 Novelties. Jakex, trunks, combination, gadgets, etc. 10c

new world of adventure

Exciting at the

SPACE AGE

Learn rocket principles with

Model Rockets

Imagine the thrill of building your own rocket, giving it a blast into the sky. It's easier than you think. Build it, watching it soar to new heights. Go to space, or 2000 feet. Then return to earth with skill or a parachute. START NOW. ORDER A KIT TODAY.

No. BS-2 Beginner's Special $2.00
Includes all parts plus 3 engines and instruc-
tions. No Rockets at present. Also, Rocket Rocket Catalog.

EASTERN INDUSTRIES

Fort Collins, Colorado

Please send me the following:

[ ] Beginner's $2.00
[ ] Eastern Rocket Catalog 25c

Total cost or money order enclosed.

Signed

City & State

Please fill out this block. We'd like to hear from you.
LATER, BACK INSIDE THE GYM, UNUS CROWS IN TRIUMPH...!

WAIT! MAGNETO HEARS THAT ONE OF THE X-MEN WAS SO FRIGHTENED OF ME THAT HE INCREASED MY POWER, IN ORDER TO BECOME MY ALLY!

NOW, NOT ONLY ARE MENACING BLOWS AND WEAPONS UNABLE TO TOUCH ME, BUT I CAN MAKE ANYTHING SPIN AWAY FROM ME BY MERELY GETTING NEAR IT!

I'M COMPLETELY UNTOUCHABLE! I'M THE MOST INNOMINABLE MAN ALIVE! NOTHING CAN TOUCH ME... THEREFORE NOTHING CAN HARM ME!

I'LL GRAB A CIGARETTE WHILE I CALL MASTERMIND AND TELL HIM WHAT HAPPENED... HEY!!!

BLAST IT! NO BLAMED CIGARETTE IS GONNA STOP ME FROM SMOKIN' IT!

I CAN'T TOUCH THE BLAMED THING! IT KEEPS MOVING AWAY FROM ME!

I'LL THROW MYSELF ON TOP OF THE TABLE AND GRAB IT BEFORE IT CAN... WAIT!!

MISSED IT AGAIN!

THIS IS CRAZY! NOW EVEN THE TABLE IS SHOWIN' ITSELF AWAY FROM ME!

WHAT'S GOIN' ON HERE?? WHAT'S HAPPENING TO ME?? WHAT GOOD IS MY NEW POWER IF I CAN'T CONTROL IT??
Dazed, confused, the angry mutant walks into the street, as every object he passes recoils as though it has a will of its own!

"Out of my way, fools! I'm invulnerable, can't you see? I'm un-touchable!"

Finally, the pangs of hunger begin to gnaw at him, and so... "Give me a steak... and make it F-A-S-T... understand??"

"Sure, big fella! I've got one right here! I was gonna give it to someone else, but he's not as big as you!"

"What?? It flew right out of the plate!"

"Then give me another! I'm hungry, do you hear... hungry!"

"Cyclops! You'd better contact Professor X! He'll know what to do with the beast!"

"No, Bobby! I won't disturb him yet! The beast can do nothing more while he's with us!"

"I have another plan to try now! Are you ready, Warren?"

"Ready, Cyke?"

"Perfect! If all else fails, we'll drop a plastic bubble like this one over Unus! He won't be able to touch it... it will move with him! It will be a form of portable prison!"

"Get the phone, Jean! It must be Iceman! I sent him to the city to keep watch on Unus!"

"I hope Bobby didn't get into any trouble! If Unus should catch him alone...!"

"Bobby is a full-fledged graduate X-Man now! He can handle himself!"

"What does he say?"

"He wants us to come to the corner of Broadway and 46th Street... on the double!"

"Exactly ten seconds later..."

"Don't make any sudden moves, Beast! We're all watching you!"

"I applaud your good judgement! You couldn't have selected a lovelier specimen for observation!"
Finally...

WHERE'S ICEMAN? OH, THERE HE IS! HE'S INCognito!

NATURALLY! I didn't want you, ANUS TO know HE was being followed!

HE'S ALL YOURS, CYKЕ! RIGHT INSIDE...

AH! Just as I Anticipated! I've got to have some food! I'm starvING! There must be a way! I must eat... I must!

THE only THING that'll SAVE you is ANOTHER BLAST FROM my ray gun, ANUS! BUT FIRST, there are A FEw CONDITIONS...

THEMAY WELL! this will NULlify the EFFECT of THE LAST SHOT! you'll be as you WERE BEFORE!

Cyclops! he's USING THAT BLAMED RAY AGAIN!

IT's ALL RIGHT! He knows WHAT he's DOING!

I'm saved! I can TOUCH things AGAIN! I can eat...!

BUT REMEMBER this, ANUS...

Anything! i'll DO anyTHING you say... i'll make any promise...

WE'RE KEEPING OUR little ray gun! ANYtime we hear that you've GOTTEN OUT OF LINE, or that you've tried to CONTACT ANUS... you'll GET another TREATMENT... AND NEXT TIME, we'll THROW THE ANTIvOTe AWAY!

Don't you guys WORRY! there won't be a NEXT TIME! i've had it!

I GUESS I was never cut out TO BE A FAMOUS SUPER-POWERED COSTumed ADVENTuREr! I'M goIN' back TO THE RASSlin' RING... WHERE I belong!

AND i'm back WHERE I belong, TOO... WITH THE X-MEN!

Thanks for NOT BLASTING me till i COULD do what had to be done, SCOTT!

Deep Down, i never really lost FAITH in you, HANK!

That's what MAKES you the LEADER you are!

And so, the astonishing X-MEN ARE TOGETHER AGAIN. Little dreaming THAT their NEXT BATTLE WILl NOT BE AGAINST A MUTANT menACe... BUT SOME-THING STILL MightIER... STILL MORE Dangerous!!

The End.
**LET'S VISIT THE X-MEN**

Dear Stan and Jack,

Marvel's Magnificent Mutants must be now acknowledged as the apex of years of cumulative artistic endeavor. They have reached the pinnacle—they are the greatest! However, there is still room for some picayune piddling details to be mentioned! In the maxim that beauty is only skin deep, the Scarlet Witch's new hair style is inferior to her former coiffure. While her new mask is an improvement she apparently bedresses her ruset tresses each time she puts it on. Secondo: Quicksilver and the beautiful Scarlet Witch are marvelous but they shouldn't join the X-Men. She should be featured in other stories and mags, however, in the same manner as Namor is guest-starred. I suggest a metaphorical duel with Dr. Strange for a starter. Tresiendo: In regard to the proper terminology to be used in reference to Prince Namor, he should not merely be called a mutant. Inasmuch as his parents came of different races he is a cross. However, while some of his powers, such as breathing underwater, and enormous strength, come from this source, there are also some powers which he possesses aside as his wife by blood, since a hybrid is often stronger, achieved by a true mutation. Therefore, Namor is a mutant-cross and should henceforth be identified as a M.C.S.-Mutant Cross Sub-Mariner. Please send my no-prize to Limbo so I won't be able to pick it up when I have nothing to do. I'm afraid I might be disappointed in it.

Richard Patte, 2401 First Ave. So., Minneapolis 4, Minn.

What?? You dare imply that my homy sapien would be disappointed in a marvelous Marvel no-prize?? It's impossible! No one can claim our no-prizes are too big, too small, too heavy, too light, too cheap, or too expensive! Also, they take up no room on your shelves and won't make your pockets bulge! No other prizes can make that statement! Besides, do you know what the postage is to Limbo?

Dear Stan and Jack,

After reading X-MEN #6 I couldn't find my writing paper fast enough! It was MARVELOUS! That goes for the story, art, cover, and the pin-up. Try to get one in every issue. I'd also like to see some-ins in some of your other mags.

Doug Nikkel, 43 Rainbow Dr., Humboldt, Iowa

We're way ahead of you, Douglas! Just look around—you'll find that our Marvel mags are up to their ears in pin-ups!

Dear Stan and Jack,

In the latest issue of X-MEN you stated that two of you were working on Sub-Mariner being a mutant. As a Biology teacher perhaps I can help. A mutant is a being having characteristics different from its parents. (The parents are very similar to each other.) As an example: a black rose from two normal red parents would be a mutant. The X-Men fit this definition but Super-Mariner does not. He is the offspring of very different parents and should be called a hybrid, since a hybrid is often smarter, and possesses characteristics different from either parent. Thank you for your time.

Gerald J. Hunter, Box 432, Fossil, Ore.

And if you think we're gonna argue with a bio teacher—uh uh! Let's see now ... "hybrid" isn't a bad name. Perhaps we can make up a new mag, composed of hybrids to fight the Evil Mutants! Anyway, thanks for your adroit analysis of our little problem. Your no-prize should reach you in no time at all!

Dear Stan and Jack,

Now don't get me wrong—I think the Evil Mutants are great! Matter of fact, they are a great big bunch of bad guys. They are the most human villains in comics today. The difference of the Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver from the rest of them is a marked one. But I have one complaint. You are over-using them! They have been in three issues straight and I think they need a little rest. I don't mean I'm tired of them but I think you should pit the X-Men against a couple of other villains for a couple of issues. I don't think all their foes need to be mutants. There are a lot of good villains who aren't Homo Superior. I don't know how the other fans feel but I think the X-MEN would be a lot better if you had a wider scope of foes. By the way, issue #6 was great!

Terry Ford, 800 Saturn Ave., Idaho Falls, Idaho

Homo Sapiens thank you, Terry! Homo Superior thank you, also. As for plain ol' Stan and Jack, they figure that the X-Men specialize in fighting evil mutants, and leave ordinary baddies to other groups like the F.F. and the Avenger. But then, we'll let the rest of the mail decide the issue. (Other mags have thousands of readers. Not us! We have thousands of editors!)

Dear Stan and Jack,

Is he mad? I'm referring to that remark a reader made in X-MEN #6. Let me quote the statement, "Quicksilver and his sister the Scarlet Witch should be placed in the X-Men or in their own book. Their powers alone make them too powerful!"

The entire idea is completely ridiculous! It's stupid! Induct them into the X-Men! No! Stan, you have more sense than this! It would ruin everything. 1) These are the most original villains ever created. Leave them the way they are. 2) This would ruin the Brotherhood of Evil Mutants. These two add variety as the personalities of the Evil Mutants clash, which is good. 3) The X-Men would be just too doggone crowded! With Quicksilver and the Scarlet Witch in the X-Men the total number of heroes would be seven and Professor X would make eight. The X-Men would get too powerful and too unbeatable. That's all I have to say about that.


It's enough! It's enough! Okay, Vince, we'll put your vote in the "Leave 'em alone" folder. Don't worry—it won't be too lonely there.

Dear Stan and Jack,

After reading the latest issue of X-MEN #6 I just had to write to you both know how much I enjoyed it. Of course any story dealing with the Sub-Mariner could hardly be anything less than a hit, for all of your spectacular and colorful characters, he is the most fascinating and intriguing. The Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver are also a pair that capture my fancy and like the way you presented the attraction between Sub-Mariner and Wanda. Since it is obvious by now that Sue Storm loves Reed Richards and not Prince Namor, I think you should forget that triangle and inject new interest into the proceedings by developing the feelings between the two mutants into a love affair. This should open up a fertile field of new and fresh story plots as a little romance never hurt any adventure yarn. Also, the comic fans of today are far more sophisticated in this the Marvel Age of Comics than back in the Golden Age.

Nick Bado, 201 So. 9th St. Hildale Apts., Phila. 7, Pa.

You're not kiddin', Mike! Some of our fans are so sophisticated that they make us feel like a bunch of clods! But, as for Namor—he's a mighty strong-willed guy, and we can't influence his romantic decisions too much. We're all waiting to learn who his next heart throb will really be!
Marvel realism coming!

Steve Chapman, 530 Skokie Lane N.
Glencoe, Ill.

Okay, Stevey, we'll keep 'em all moving along—even though we haven't any idea where we're heading!

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS SECTION:

-Well, that's that for now! Unus kinda reminds us of the Blob in a number of ways. But next month's villain gonna be quite different! In fact—hold on to your hats! Gut ready! We're about to announce another surprise Superhuman! The Marvel Bullpen promises X-MEN #9 will feature a great, new, never-before-forgotten battle between—oh, it's so exciting we can hardly say it!—the X-MEN and the AVENGERS! How about that? And, what's more—you'll finally meet lovable Lucifer, one of the most impressive, most dramatic villains of all time! Move over, Doctor Doom—or at least call him that!

-But wait! That's STILL not all! For those of you who've been lamenting the absence of Professor Xavier—HE'LL be back, also. In fact, our new star-studded Ish will have everything but the kitchen sink—and, if we can find room for that too, who knows?—So, we've warned you well in advance—now it's up to you! X-MEN #9—don't miss it!

-Okay, it's time for us to tell you what M.M.M.S. stands for! It's not a secret code, or the name of a new drug! It's merely the start of a new Marvel idea—the formation of a CLUE, for all our frantic friends and fans! The letters stand for the MERRY MARVEL MARCHING SOCIETY, and we promise it'll be like no other club you've ever been a part of before! We hope you'll join us.

We haven't worked out all the details. We'll tell you more next issue. Meanwhile, if you have any off-beat ideas for the ol' Merry Marchers, let us have 'em. We're still writing the charter now. Okay? More later—

—By the way—for those of you who haven't noticed, we've moved to newer, larger quarters: Our new address: Marvel Comics, Inc., 625 Madison Ave., New York City 10022. So much for THAT!

THE MIGHTY MARVEL CHECK LIST:

First, the leader: FANTASTIC FOUR #33. This month you'll see the unprecedented return of your favorite character, the sensational SUB-MARINER—but, with a difference! Now he's fighting WITH the F.F., against a brand new underworld foe named Antum! And he's got ANYTHING to do with it.

A fine up Of Some Of The Marvel-out-Max On Safe Right Now: SPIDER-MAN #19. The one you've been waiting for! After slower than a snail under pressure, Spider-Man swings back into blazing action again! That tide tells the story: "Spider Strikes Back!" It's just the Human Torch—features the Scarlet, the Enforcers, and all the Marvel magic for which web-head is famous!

AVENGERS #10: There's a new wing-dooey of a villain in this one named Immortus! His power is something different than any we've shown before, and this—the title of the block—"The Avengers Break up!" Even Josh Jamison would have to enjoy this one.

STRANGE TALES #127: There's a real twist to this month's Torch and Thing romp! A mystery villain is introduced—as well as an auto race to end all auto races! As for Doc Strange, he finally has his showdown with the dread Dormammu.

THOR #110: Stan and Jack have another super-spectacular going for them with this! It features the return of the mysterious Mr. Hyde, and the ghostly Coba, as well as the ever-present power of Loki! Also, you'll see some great battle scenes as Thor defeats Odin himself—challenges of the warrior of Asgard. SUSPENSE #62: Can a man who forgot he wanted for murder be exonerated? Well, that's the title, and the story has more drama and tension than we need to mention! Look for it, and if that's not enough for you, there's a fast-moving pulse-pounding Captain America—zing-a-ding dazzler that'll curl your hair! How ABOUT THIS?

ASTONISH #62: Think you've 'seen everything? Wait'll you see Giant-Man BATTLING the Wasp! There are all kinds of plots twirls in this issue, and Giant-Man, the Wasp, and the Mantis are in action inside that ant-hill! Man, it's the stuff! And the 10-page Hulk backwater which rounds out the issue is nothing to sneeze at either! Read 'em and weep an operator in this one, too.

SGT FURY #12: Here's a real twist for you—one of the Howlers has disappeared! If Fury is going to help out, he's going to have to do it! We don't expect you to spoil your surprise here, do you? It's Fury at his best—and that ought to be good enough for anyone!

That's it for now, neighbors! Remember—X-Men #9—destined to rank as one of the greatest ever! And so, till we meet again, be good to each other, and reserve some time for the M.M.M.S.—we want you to be one of our first members.
WILL YOU WORK SATURDAY MORNINGS for $5.00 to $20.00 EXTRA?

THIS SPARE TIME SHOE BUSINESS CAN MAKE BIG MONEY FOR YOU...

DON'T Invest a Cent! We give you a FREE SELLING OUTFIT!

It's just like having an EXTRA payday every week... just for showing friends, relatives and neighbors how they'll "walk on air" in Mason comfort shoes! Many a man sells 2, 3, 4 or 6 pairs of Mason shoes on Saturday morning alone—and makes himself as much as $5 to $20 or more extra for 2 or 3 hours of his time. You keep all of your profit! We furnish you a FREE selling outfit containing everything you need to start making money right away. We carry the stock for you and ship the shoes for you—your profit is clear! You never invest a cent. And think what you'll save on your own shoes, too!

Here's Why You'll Make Money!
You'll take orders for over 250 different shoe styles for dress, sport or work, for men and women—a far greater selection than any neighborhood store can possibly stock. And you can fit almost anyone! You'll draw from our 300,000-pair stock with sizes ranging from 2½ to 15, widths AAAA to EEEE! You'll feature exclusive Velvet-eez shoes with foamy-soft air-cushion insoles that let you "walk on air." You show many other exclusive features... Ripple Sole Shoes, Oil-Resistant Work Shoes, Magic Sho-Lok Shoes, colorful styles for women—a line that's far beyond the reach of any store. That's why EVERYBODY is your prospect. And because Mason Shoes are never sold through stores, folks must buy from you!

Sales Equipment Absolutely FREE
Fill out and mail coupon below. We'll rush you your FREE selling outfit. Kit features 250 fast-selling shoe styles, plus foolproof measuring equipment and "How To Make Extra Money" booklet. Send no money now or later. You get everything you need to start. Rush coupon for your FREE selling outfit... have an EXTRA payday next Saturday! Act today!

MASON SHOE MFG. CO.
Dept. P-499
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin

RUSH STARTING OUTFIT

Opportunities for District Managers
If you have ambition, can sell, and can train and supervise others, we may have an opening for you as a District Sales Manager.

Name:
Address:
Town:
State:
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LOOK, FELLOWS!

You Can Win Your Choice of Neat Prizes FREE Regularly PLUS AS MUCH AS $1.00 to $5.00 CASH EVERY WEEK!

If You’re a Boy 12 Years Old or Older, You Can Be a Happy, Prosperous GRIT Salesman

Join over 30,000 boys who win dandy FREE Prizes and make as much as $1.00 to $5.00 and even more, selling GRIT to friends, neighbors, relatives and others, every week. Everyone is eager to buy GRIT from you at only 15¢ a copy, because it contains World News, Sports, Women’s Features, Children’s Page, Popular Comics, Games, Puzzles, Exciting Fiction.

GRIT Sells for 15¢ a Copy . . . You Keep 5¢ Profit!

Yes, 5¢ out of every 15¢ you take in is yours to keep. Sell only 20 copies a week, and you make $1.00 profit each week, $52.00 in a year . . . plus valuable Prizes you win FREE regularly! We’ll help you get started now, in a profitable business of your own. Mail the Coupon TODAY!

Over 30,000 Boys Make Money and Get Dandy Prizes Without 1¢ Cost

We’ll send you GRIT right away, by mail, along with many valuable selling helps. You pay ONLY for the copies you sell until you know how many to order. Like 30,000 other boys, 12 or older, you’ll find selling GRIT is easy, fun—and profitable!

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

If coupon is already torn out, print your name, address, age and date of birth on a postcard and mail it to:

GRIT
Department MC 10-4
Williamsport, Penna.

GRIT PUBLISHING CO.
Williamsport, Pa., Dept. MC 10-4

Send my first bundle of papers, selling helps and prize offers.

Name ____________________________

Are You a Boy? _______ Age _______ Date Born _______ Year _______

In Care of: ______________________

Street and No. _________________ R.F.D. __________

Post Office _____________________ State __________

Print Your Last Name _______ Plainly Here

Zip Code No. __________________

PLEASE PRINT
Make $3 to $5 an Hour Starting Soon

Learn Radio-TV, Electronics-Automation by Practicing at Home in Your Spare Time

Be Your Own Boss
If your problem is, "How can I get my hands on more money fast?" a proven solution is: start NOW to be a Radio-Television Service Technician. Just as thousands of other men who trained with NRI have done, you can be picking up $3, $4, $5 an hour in spare time starting soon after you enroll. Many NRI-trained men move ahead to full time businesses of their own. Others find good paying jobs with Radio-TV service shops, distributors and dealers. Still others step up to career positions in industrial and military Electronics and in the growing field of Automation where trained technicians are in demand.

NRI Equipment Speeds Up Learning
There is nearly half a century of experience behind the NRI course you take. Nearly fifty years of simplifying and perfecting home-study techniques to make learning faster and easier for men like you. Nearly fifty years of careful development of special training equipment NRI furnishes at no extra cost to build in your own home, work experiments and "learn by doing." NRI equipment is designed to make clear the things you read about in illustrated, easy-to-read lesson texts. Thanks to NRI's pioneering home-study techniques, even men who didn't complete high school can successfully launch new careers as Service Technicians. Find out now about NRI training, opportunities in Electronics, payment plans. Mail the coupon. NRI TRAINING, Washington 16, D.C.

NRI Has Trained Thousands
EARL GROSS, Hanover, Ont., has spare-time Radio-TV service shop. Does work for four dealers. W. F. KLINE, Cincinnati, Ohio, went from factory laborer to his own business with sales of $158,000 in one year.
F. W. COX, Hollywood, Calif., averaged $150 a month spare time while training, now has his own full time business.
E. DUANE BITNER, Northfield, N.J., works on missiles. He says, "NRI training gave me the biggest boost in my life."

Mail Now For Free Catalog

NRI TRAINING 302-104
Washington 16, D.C.
Please send me your FREE 64-page catalog. (No salesman will call.)
Name____________________Age__________
(Please print)
Address_____________________
City____________________Zone____State____

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL
He’s Looking for People Who Like to Draw

Today hundreds of men and women who never thought they could be artists are working happily at easels and drawing boards, making pictures, and getting well paid for it. They all can thank Albert Dorne, a famous artist who devotes almost his full time to helping other people become artists.

Some of the people Dorne has helped
Herb Smith was a payroll clerk. Soon after he started studying with us, he landed an art job with a large printing firm. This was four years ago; today he’s head artist for the same firm.

John Busketta is another. He was a pipefitter’s helper in a big gas company. Today he still works for the same company, but as an artist in the advertising department, with a big increase in pay.

Harriet Kuzniewski was bored with an “ordinary” job before she heard of Albert Dorne. Today she does high-style fashion illustration in New York.

With the right training, Wanda Pickulski gave up her typing job to become fashion artist for a local department store.

John Whitaker of Memphis was an airline clerk two years ago. Recently he won a national cartooning contest and was signed to do a newspaper comic strip.

Long before Albert Dorne started looking for people who like to draw, they came to him for advice and help. Since he alone could only help a few of these people he called together America’s most successful artists—men like Norman Rockwell, Jon Whitcomb, Stevan Dohanos and Al Parker.

A Plan to Help Others
He said: “All over America, there are people who like to draw, who could be turned into good artists. Why can’t we give these people the training they need—including all the trade secrets and know-how we’ve learned over the years? I’m suggesting a new kind of school—a home-study art school that would give talented people the best professional art training, no matter where they live.”

The famous artists agreed. Taking time from their busy careers, they spent several years creating a remarkable series of art lessons covering every aspect of drawing and painting. They illustrated their lessons with over 5,000 “here’s-how” illustrations. The lessons start from scratch and cover every skill a top artist needs. Finally, the famous artists developed a wonderful way to give each student personal correction and advice all through his training.

Albert Dorne is not surprised by the success of his students. “The art field is growing. We keep getting calls from all over the country, asking us for practical, well-trained students who can step into full-time or part-time art jobs.”

Famous Artists Talent Test
To find others with art talent worth developing, the famous artists created a 12-page talent test. Thousands paid $1 for this test, but now the School offers it free and will grade it free. If you show talent on the test, you will be eligible for training by the School. No obligation. Simply mail coupon. It might be your first step to an exciting, well-paid career in art.

Famous Artists Schools
Studio 7223, Westport, Conn.

I would like to find out whether I have art talent worth developing. Please send me, without obligation, your Famous Artists Talent Test.

Mr. or Mrs. ____________________________________________
Age ________
Address ____________________________ (please print)
City ________  State ________
County ________

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council, Washington, D.C.